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Abstract
In this thesis we describe an exploratory visualization system for scientific data
using multiple views in tablet-sized touch devices. The increasing ubiquity of mobile
devices and vast amount of data generation create a need for such exploration environ-
ment. We make the data analysis available anywhere at anytime with our approach.
This thesis includes an interaction framework for scientific data and a spatial selection
technique based on transfer functions. We then combine the interaction and selection
with multiple information visualization views to make the data exploration possible.
The proposed approach is one of the first multiview exploratory visualizations in tablet
devices.
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O¨zet
Bu tez tablet bu¨yu¨klu¨g˘u¨ndeki dokunmatik cihazlarda c¸ok sayıda go¨ru¨nu¨m kullanılarak
yaratılmıs¸ bir kes¸if go¨rselles¸tirmesini konu almaktadır. Son zamanlarda mobil cihazların
artması ve yu¨ksek miktarda veri u¨retimi bo¨yle bir sistem gereksinimini dog˘urmus¸tur.
Burada sundug˘umuz sistem veri analizinin mobil olarak yapılabilmesine olanak sag˘lamaktadır.
Tez kapsamında; mobil cihazlarda bilimsel veriler ic¸in bir etkiles¸im yaklas¸ımı, gec¸is¸
fonksiyonlarına dayalı bir sec¸im teknig˘i ve son olarak bu ikisinin veri go¨rselles¸tirmeleri
u¨zerinde birles¸imi anlatılmaktadır. Burada anlatılan yaklas¸ım mobil cihazlar u¨zerindeki
c¸ok go¨ru¨nu¨mlu¨ veri go¨rselles¸tirmelerinde ilklerden biridir.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Contributions
Visualization help people to understand data better by helping their cognition with
visual representations rather than just letters and numbers. Different visualization
techniques are used for different data types. A car’s mileage versus gas ratio can be
visualized by a bar chart whereas the connections between the parts of the car can
be visualized as a graph. Thus, multiple techniques are used in combination to make
the exploration environment better. In addition to using multiple techniques, multi-
ple visualization views are often used together. Multiple views help distributing the
cognitive load and the data can be understood better or faster [31]. In the light of
this knowledge, we decided to create a similar exploration framework for volumetric
data. We used tablet devices to realize this framework. The reason for using mobile
devices lies within the ubiquity of mobile devices. Mobile devices becoming increas-
ingly widespread, new interaction and visualization techniques are being explored by
researchers. Since these devices replace the PCs in some areas we believe that in the
future there will be a strong need for mobile data exploration.
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Figure 1: Initial screen of our system with transfer function editor, selection tools and
interaction frame.
In this thesis we describe our exploration of possible interaction techniques with
multiple information visualization views for scientific data. Figure 1 shows the initial
screen of our system. This work is important because as the mobile devices become
ubiquitous so the data and its analysis. We make the data analysis available anywhere
at anytime by creating an exploration framework along with different selection and
navigation techniques for volumetric data on tablet-sized touch devices. In summary
our contributions are:
 An extension of the FI3D(Frame Interaction with 3D spaces) navigation on tablet
devices,
 Application of CloudLasso spatial selection concept to selection within volumetric
datasets based on transfer functions
 A multiview interaction framework which combines scientific visualization and in-
formation visualizations and that provides fluid exploration on tablet-sized touch
devices,
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 Realization of this framework on a tablet-sized touch input devices despite the
constraints of the tablet.
1.2 Outline
This thesis proposes a data interaction framework for scientific data implemented
as a mobile application, focusing on multi-view information visualization and the inter-
action.
First, we summarize the related work in Chapter 2. Key concepts and the current
approaches associated with our work is also presented in this chapter. In Chapter 3 we
describe our approach to the exploration pipeline. We discuss the interaction design
for combining the analysis of SciVis data with InfoVis aspects. We explain related
concepts such as brushing and linking, and how these needs to be realized both for the
SciVis and the InfoVis parts. We also explain how we extended CloudLasso [81] to
make it work for volume data. Then we talk about the exploration pipeline approach
that guides our design. We clarify the needs like switching between views. Possible
implications of using a large surface vs. a smaller tablet is also discussed here.
In Chapter 4 we explain how we realized the pipeline as a mobile application. This
part includes more technical data then theoretical guidelines. We examine previously
created frameworks/libraries for 3D rendering on mobile platforms. We also discuss
how we implemented the volume ray casting method for our data and its limitations.
We describe the usage of FI3D and the restrictions on the tablets . We also explore
how to create a reliable rendering environment and development setup.
In Chapter 6 we present the results of our approach and how our pipeline could be
extended for general purpose. We also present some feedback gathered from potential
users.
3
2 Related Work
This section discusses the exsiting techniques and studies related to this thesis.
This section is composed of three parts. In Section 2.1 we explain the common volume
rendering techniques and present the brief history of volume rendering. We also include
the detailed description of ray casting and a subsection for volume rendering on mobile
devices. In Chapter 2.2 we talk about multidimensional multivariate visualization.
Finally, in Chapter 2.4 we talk about the studies for data exploration and visualization
on touch devices.
2.1 Volume Rendering
Volume visualization is used to visualize three-dimensional phenomena for the pur-
pose of providing insights. Data for volume visualization is usually produced by mea-
surements or simulations. An example for measurement is computed tomography(CT)
which is heavily used by medical imaging. For the simulation, we can give the example
of numerical simulations such as fluid dynamics or weather simulations. The measured
data or the results of the simulations are represented as parallel 2D images. Then, with
various techniques, these images are used to reconstruct the same 3D phenomenon.
Figure 2 shows two different volume visualizations. The picture on the left in Figure 2
shows a CT scan of a human head(measurement) while the right one shows a rendering
of computed turbulence(simulation).
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Figure 2: Volume rendering examples of measurement and simulation. CT of a human
head (left) (rendered using Exposure Render [41]) and rendering of computed turbulence
(right) [8].
Volume visualization is a large topic and has many branches. Thus, even survey
papers on the subject [4, 16, 67] do not usually have a complete coverage of the topic
but rather focus on some branches. In this thesis, we talk about some fundamental
volume rendering techniques rather than a full coverage of volume visualization.
We can fit volume rendering algorithms into two categories as direct volume ren-
dering (DVR) and surface-fitting as explained in Elvins work [16]. Figure 3 shows the
same data with both of these methods. DVR methods are usually good for visualiz-
ing datasets which do not have a clearly defined shape, for example fluid data. Thus,
these methods do not use any intermediate geometric primitives but rather use the
elements directly. This group of methods assumes that the data is translucent and
material properties are assigned according to the data values. Then, a transfer function
is chosen to adjust the final image [4]. The main problem with direct volume render-
ing is the difficulty of choosing a good transfer function both for opacity and coloring.
This process is usually done manually. However there are studies to make this process
semi-automatic [35] or based on semantics [19, 56,57].
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The second category, surface-fitting, has also a broad application area. It has its
own advantages and disadvantages likewise DVR. First of all, since algorithms in this
group create a surface after a pass over the data it is easy to render the final image since
we have a compact surface model in our hands. However, as a drawback, we might loose
some important data after the surface fitting since not all the data participates in the
final image. We will not consider such surface-fitting methods in this thesis. Further
information about the techniques that are based on marching cubes and others can be
found in Elvins’ [16] survey.
Figure 3: Two of the common techniques. Surface fitting (left) and direct volume
rendering (right) [26]
We presented a general overview of volume rendering techniques. Now we can go
deeper to explain some techniques in detail for DVR. We can divide the direct volume
rendering techniques into two: image order approaches and object order approaches.
In image order approaches, the process moves from image plane to the volume plane.
In object order approaches, this process is reverse [4]. One of the widely used object
order rendering techniques is splatting. Splatting was first introduced by Westover [78]
in 1990. Splatting generate volumetric renderings via creating splats which are actually
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projected voxels on the image plane. These projected voxels are called splats because
the contribution of voxels are higher in the center of projection and lower at the corners.
Projecting the voxels can be thought as throwing a snowball like explained in Elvins’ [16]
work. For further object-order techniques and improvements on current techniques
like V-buffer, better splatting, or shear warp rendering please refer to Brodlie’s [4] and
Elvins’ [16] surveys. Along with the object order techniques, image order techniques also
have a big place. Especially with the improvements on new hardwares, the performance
of image order techniques are highly improved. One of the most popular image order
techniques, which is also used in this thesis, is ray casting. Ray casting is first mentioned
in Levoy’s paper in 1988 [46]. We explain the ray casting method in detail in Section
2.1.1.
2.1.1 Volume Ray Casting
Figure 4: Steps of ray casting: (1) Ray Casting, (2) Sampling, (3) Shading, (4) Com-
positing. [71]
Ray casting is one of the most basic and flexible volume rendering algorithms. It
is usually thought as the most direct implementation of volume rendering integral [22].
Volume rendering integral models the volume as a cloud of particles which both emit
and absorb light [4]. Equation 1 shows the basic form of this integral. Here, t denotes
the distance from the eye, c(t) denotes emission, and ε−τ(0,t) denotes the integral over
the absorption coefficients. This integral gives the total amount of radiant energy C
reaching the eye. For ray casting, this integral is evaluated numerically through front-
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to-back compositing [22].
C =
∫ ∞
0
c(t).ε−τ(0,t)dt (1)
In volume ray casting, a single ray is cast for every pixel on the image through the
data. Then, at regular intervals, samples are gathered along the ray, at each sample
location the value is usually calculated by tri-linear interpolation from 8 neighboring
voxels. Afterwards, these samples are classified according to a transfer function and
the final value is computed by front-to-back or reverse order composition of all the
samples. The process is illustrated in Figure 4. There are several other papers on
ray casting, focusing in different subjects like empty space skipping, caching ,or faster
implementation on GPUs. For detailed information, papers from Marsalek et al. [49],
Kruger and Westerman [42] or Zhang et al. [85] can be read.
2.1.2 Volume Rendering in Mobile Devices
Volume visualization is a CPU/GPU-intensive process. It is thus difficult to ac-
complish good results in mobile devices in terms of FPS and interactivity because of
their low processing power. With the emergence of mobile devices, research on volume
visualization gained popularity. Even though the current devices are powerful they are
not still feasible for CPU/GPU intensive operations. Thus, researchers try to find new
approaches for volume visualization on mobile devices.
The early examples usually included a powerful server which was responsible for
the calculations and a mobile device which is responsible for showing the pre-computed
images. This client-server based approach for visualization tasks is not new, some of
the early examples include Vizserver (a commercial application introduced in 2002)
[52] for remote access to high-end graphics resources and Visapult (a non-commercial
application) [2] for parallel volume rendering applications. In 2002, Stegmaier et al.
[68] proposed a general framework for this kind of visualization architecture. One
year later, a similar framework was proposed by Lamberti [44] which used a cluster-
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based distributed rendering engine in the background that is responsible for feeding
the mobile clients with images. A sample from this approach can be seen in Figure
5. In the following years, Zhou et al. [86] used the same client-server approach but
rather than sending the images to the mobile clients they sent compressed iso-surfaces
to utilize the client more. In 2007, Jeong and Kaufman presented a virtual colon
navigation system [30]. They used a hybrid approach to use the processing power of
the client for some parts of the rendering along with a powerful server. Even though
client-server based approaches are good for rendering in high frame rates they have the
disadvantage of low quality rendering and compression/decompression overheads. Since
current mobile devices are highly powerful compared to old PDAs we do not borrow a
client-server approach.
Figure 5: A volume rendered by Lamberti’s [43] technique on a PDA.
Apart from the client-server approaches there are also studies which tried to cre-
ate native rendering of volumes on mobile devices. Moser [50] created an interactive
volume visualization based on 2D texture-slicing method. Their approach adapts itself
by changing the resolution for better image quality or better interactivity. There is
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also one similar application called ImageVis3D1 which changes the sampling rate upon
interactivity to help the user to navigate the data. There is also a framework called
VES built upon VTK [65]. However, it is in an early stage of development and still a
work in progress. We used VES in a previous project [47], it is very good in terms of in-
teractivity and rendering quality with several scientific rendering techniques. However,
it does not have a direct volume rendering method implemented. Thus we decided to
implement our own both to see possibilities in mobile devices and have more control on
our development environment.
2.1.3 Interacting with Volumetric Data
Volumetric datasets are usually difficult to examine through static images. Interac-
tivity for the exploration of the volumetric data is essential nowadays with the emer-
gence of high-performance hardware. Exploration occurs in many forms; segmentation,
selection, transfer functions, and navigation are some examples of interactivity that we
can add to volume rendering. Along with the variety of exploration techniques it is
also important how these techniques are realized; different input devices or approaches
might be used in combination of different exploration techniques; direct manipulation,
widgets, or physical devices are some ways to apply the exploration techniques. New re-
search continues for exploration techniques of volumetric data since we have the power
to render more complex data we need more complex exploration techniques.
Transfer functions are one of the most popular exploration techniques. They map
the values of data points to RGBA components to make the final image more meaning-
ful. However, a lot of user interaction is needed to create a meaningful transfer function.
There are several works to make this process more automated. Kniss et al. [37] pro-
vides a good overview of previous research on transfer functions, along with their own
technique for easily creating transfer functions. Selection and segmentation are also
essential for an interactive volume rendering if detailed examination of the dataset is
needed. Segmentation usually needs little user attention and interaction. However,
1ImageVis3D:https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/imagevis3d-mobile-universal/
id378071694?mt=8
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selection needs dedicated user input. Even though segmentation needs less user inter-
action than selection, it is still not fully automated. Different users might need different
segmentations or different type of tasks might require different approaches. For exam-
ple, assume that a doctor have a CT scan of kidneys and the vessels around them. It
might be needed to see the vessels or kidneys only, or it might be desired to see the left
kidney and the vessels of it at the same time.
Tzeng et al. [74] proposed a stroke-based volume classification model which allows
users to draw directly on the 2D slices of data. This input is then used to train
classifiers to classify voxels. Another stroke-based technique was presented by Yuan et
al. [83] to cut out parts of volumetric data. They improved the automatic segmentation
by including the direct user interaction in the process. A similar technique is also
realized by Chen et al. [10] who use strokes to select regions of volumetric data by
the help of seeded region growing technique. Since transfer functions also facilitate
the segmentation of volumetric data, similar stroke-based approaches are also applied
for transfer function designs. Ropinski et al. [60] proposed a system where strokes
are drawn on the data and their algorithm performs a histogram analysis to adjust the
transfer function to make the guessed segments of the data visible. Kohlmann et al. [38]
presented a technique to identify interest points on 2D slices from picked points in 3D.
To make the segmentation easier and more automated, Owada et al. [53] tried to keep
the user input minimal and segment the desired part of the dataset automatically. The
segmentation starts with a simple 2D stroke, then the depth of the selected region is
automatically calculated and the selected part is shown to the user.
Selection is especially difficult in direct volume rendering techniques since there is
not any precise polygons which represents the shape of the data. As the direct vol-
ume rendering techniques evolved and availability of the powerful hardware increased;
different techniques for selection were developed. Wiebel et al. [79] proposed a similar
technique to ray casting techniques for polygon selection. After a ray is cast in the
scene, the usual compositing scheme is used to accumulate the opacity, and when a
threshold is reached a possible surface is found. Another difficulty in selection is the
dimension of the input. Since the input device is usually a mouse which is a 2D input
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device; guiding the input in 3D space is difficult. Unfortunately, there are not much
research on spatial selection for volumetric data. There are some techniques which
are not directly intended but can be applied to the volumetric data. Yu et al.’s [81]
CloudLasso is a good example which uses a grid in the scene to estimate the densities
of the data and adjust the selection accordingly.
The related works presented in this section shows that there is a tendency toward
making the interaction with volumetric data automated to make rapid exploration
possible. Minimizing the human factor in tasks like selection or segmentation makes
it possible to spend more time on the analysis of the data rather than exhaustive
operations like selecting an area. In this thesis, we also examine automated selection
methods to put more emphasis on the analysis.
2.2 Multidimensional Multivariate Visualization
Multidimensional multivariate visualization, shortly MDMV, is an old idea which
was studied by other professions before computer scientists [80]. At the beginning of
MDMV research, the data was not produced in vast amounts and it was relatively
easy to visualize them. The problem was discovering new techniques or establishing
principals for already existing ones. Tufte’s [72] book is one of the best resources that
explains these principals and how should the graphics/visualizations must be designed.
Tufte presents important concepts like data-ink ratio. Data-ink is the non-erasable part
of a graphic which represents the data and data-ink ratio is the ratio of data-ink to
the total ink in the graphic. A graphic is considered good if this ratio is close to 1.0.
This concept suggests that unnecessary visual objects should not be included in a good
graphic. Figure 6 shows how data-ink ratio affect the representation of data.
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Figure 6: Two graphics showing the same data; relationship of actual rates of registra-
tion to predicted rates for voting. These examples shows how data-ink ratio affect the
readability of graphics. Left one shows a lower data-ink ratio while right one shows a
good ratio(0.7). Images are taken from Tufte’s [72] book.
As seen in Figure 6 even relatively small number of data points are hard to represent
with a poor visualization. In the modern world, a vast amount of data is generated
across all domains and this data requires new skills and approaches along with principals
like Tufte presented. Without going into the details of visualization principals or how
big data is handled, we will give a brief history overview of MDMV visualization.
The purpose of data visualization is to transform data into visual encodings and
create a perceivable image to help the human cognition to understand the data better.
When the data has less than three dimensions, it is easy to use traditional line and point
plots and as the dimension of the data increases other primitives get into the scene;
colors, shapes, sizes are some of them [80]. However, it is usually not enough only
to use one plot with multiple primitives for higher dimension data. New techniques
emerge as the dimension of the data increases; multiview visualization, visualization
in different axes and different 3D renderings are just some of the techniques. Since
there are a lot of approaches and most of them are data-specific it is hard to categorize
multivariate visualization techniques. There is one categorization which is proposed
by Keim [33] which puts techniques into six categories: geometric, icon-based, pixel-
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oriented, hierarchical, graph-based and hybrid techniques. We present some well-known
techniques and the ones especially used in this thesis. Detailed information about the
techniques can be found in the surveys by Chi [11], Keim [33], and Wong [80].
Some of the geometric projection techniques are scatterplot matrices, parallel co-
ordinates, circular parallel coordinates, radial coordinates, hyperslice and hyperbox.
Among these, there are two well-known techniques: scatter plot matrices and parallel
coordinates. Scatterplots [18] map two-dimensional data to cartesian coordinates. For
multidimensional data exploration, scatter plot matrices which is an extension of scat-
ter plots is usually used. These matrices includes the 2-combination of every attribute
in the data. Figure 7(a) shows an example of scatterplot matrix. They are useful for
showing patterns and relations between pairs of attributes. One downside of scatter-
plots is that as the number of datapoints increases the readability of the scatterplot
decreases. Parallel coordinates [25] can also be used to find correlations and patterns as
well as functional dependencies in the data. In this technique, attributes are mapped
to vertical axes which are parallel to each other. Then, for one data point, the value is
marked on these axes and they are connected with straight lines. Figure 7(b) shows an
example of parallel coordinates. Likewise the scatterplots when there are a lot of data
points, parallel coordinates get cluttered. There is also the problem of space when the
number of axes increases.
(a) (b)
Figure 7: Visualization of 5D data of 400 automobiles with scatterplot(a) and parallel
coordinates(b) [9]
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Related works presented here is just a small glance into the information visualization
field. New techniques and increased data generation on several domains are opening
new research opportunities. In this thesis, we discuss information visualization not
by oneself but as a helper for scientific visualization. Related works on the helping
functionality of information visualization and how information visualization is applied
in touch devices is presented in Section 2.3 and 2.4
2.3 Multiview Visualization
Multiple views help complex data to be explored easily by dividing the cognitive
load. Creating multiple, easy to understand views with different aspects of the data
instead of one cluttered view with a lot of variables is more effective [5]. Multiple views
improve the user performance on certain tasks and helps the discovery of unforseen re-
lations [76]. Some applications make use of multi-view visualization in terms of abstract
data with just 2D representations; XmdvTool [77] and VisDB [34] are two examples of
such applications. On the other hand, there are multi-view visualization tools which
use both 3D and 2D representations, these tools are especially useful for exploration of
scientific data. In this thesis, we are closer to the second group.
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Figure 8: Exploration of cardiac data with multiple views. 3D rendering of a heart is
accompanied by a scatterplot and a histogram. Image is taken from WEAVE [20].
Two earliest examples of multi-view visualization for scientific data are LinkWinds
by Jacobson et al. [29] and Walts by Roberts [59]. There are also some more recent
examples like WEAVE [20](shown in Figure 8), PointCloudXplore [62]. These recent
examples are more data specific then their earlier counterparts. WEAVE is for cardiac
simulation data while PointCloudXplore is for exploration gene expressions. The com-
mon point of all these systems that they provide an exploration environment in which
brushing and linking is highly used. The results from these works suggest combin-
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ing 3D scientific visualizations with 2D abstract visualizations can ease the navigation
through complex data [31]. Thus, we take the multi-view visualization approach for
our exploratory visualization system to make the users’ job easier. Multi-view systems
are also important for us since it is more useful to create multiple simple views for a
small screen rather then complex visualizations.
2.4 Interactive Visualization on Mobile Touch Devices
Information visualization in mobile devices domain is a relatively new subject. The
term mobile devices here both correspond to tablets and phones. There are several
studies about information visualization on phones. However, most of the earlier works
usually focus on limited screen space and limited hardware and how well these can be
exploited in terms of information visualization.
Robbins et al. [58] divides the screen of a mobile phone to provide easy navigation
on maps for the users. Chittaro et al. [12] focus on the presentation problem caused
by small screen sizes and also uses maps to present their approach since they are
understandable by a large audience. Figure 9 shows their approach on mobile devices.
Pinheiro et al. [55] presents a method which uses treemaps and coordinates views for
tourism information. These papers mostly focus on the maps thus they are not directly
related to our work but they provide but good examples on how to use small screen
space. There is also an earlier study of small screens with scatter plots by Waldeck
and Balfanz [75]. They propose liquid browsing for overcoming the overlap issue on
scatter plots. This is related to our work with the use of selection drawing(lasso) on the
items. They provide selection on scatter plots which is also applicable to the scatter
plots in our system to provide linking between 3D representation and InfoVis views.
There are other early works on information visualization on mobile devices, especially
small ones. However, they are not well related to visualization of scientific data. They
are mostly for representation of abstract data on specific applications like calendars or
maps. Further information can be found in works like [1, 7, 12,17,23,55,61].
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Figure 9: Early examples of information visualization research on mobile devices as
shown in Chittaro’s work [12]. These pictures shows the possible cluttering(a) or empty
space(b) problems and a solution; adding color encoding to create a better visual map-
ping(c).
Research on information visualization on mobile devices gain speed as these de-
vices become more ubiquitous. There are several tools and applications on mobile
touch devices but they are usually platform dependent. Nascimento et al. [14] pre-
sented PRISMA Mobile which is an efficient information visualization tool for Android
tablets. Drucker et al. [15] made a user study on gestural interaction on data visual-
izations for tablet devices, which shows that gestural interaction performs better over
WIMP interfaces for some tasks. These results also motivate us for our work on tablets.
Burigat and Chittaro [6] also showed the effectiveness of overview+details visualization
on mobile devices. One extensive work on mobile data visualization is Guttormsen’s [21]
thesis which provides several components and a navigation system on tablet devices for
data exploration. This work also provides a good overview on how to harness the direct
interaction. Since direct interaction is not only related with mobile devices but also rel-
atively big devices like tabletop displays. Isenberg and Isenberg [27] provides a research
overview for the data visualization on interactive surfaces. In their work, interactive
surfaces are grouped according to physical properties; smartphones and tablets are two
of the groups which are directly related to this thesis. Their findings show that mobile
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interaction and mobile visualization are underexplored research areas with small num-
ber of publications. There are also other studies which examines the touch interaction,
like PanoromicData by Zgraggen et al. [84]. PanoramicData provides a flexible visual
language by using a whiteboard metaphor and shows how fluid exploration of data can
be implemented for touch input. Finally, which we thought really shows the possibilities
of data exploration on touch devices is Kinetica. Kinetica is a proof of concept appli-
cation developed by Rzeszotarski and Kittur [63]. This application uses physics-based
affordances which are easy to learn. Figure 10 shows an example of natural interaction
on Kinetica. Their user study shows the potential of natural interaction on data as
most of the users prefer physics-based tools.
Figure 10: Kinetica’s filtering approach; users create a physical barrier to filter out
desired data points, the points that match the criteria are build up against the barrier.
As shown in the related works, mobile platforms have many constraints and infor-
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mation visualization on mobile devices is still an underexplored area. However despite
these constraints, rising ubiquity of interactive surfaces and mobile devices promises
more research subjects on the way. Mobile devices has the potential to affect how we
explore data.
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3 Concept
In this thesis, we explore a possible solution for exploratory visualization with linked
scientific and information visualizations. As explained in Section 2.3 there are several
works addressing the same problem. While addressing this question, we also aim to
produce our solution for tablet devices. Because the ubiquity of mobile devices suggests
that exploratory visualizations anywhere at anytime will become essential. Multi-view
visualizations have issues like linking the views and coordination between visualizations.
In addition to these issues, scientific visualizations have their own problems like spatial
selection, segmentation or navigation. We aim to examine a model addressing these
questions despite the limitations of tablet devices. We divide our concept development
in 3 stages; navigation, selection and multi-view visualization.
3.1 Navigation
Navigation is essential for interactive 3D visualizations, it is needed to explore the
data, to focus on some parts and to look at it from different viewpoints. Scientific data
is usually complex and difficult to examine from a static point of view. For example, one
could think of a cosmological simulation visualization where thousands of particles are
presented. It is difficult to gain insight into the specific details of this dataset without
any navigation. As shown in Figure 11, the user has interactively zoomed into the scene
and the pattern in the center of the particles is revealed.
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Figure 11: Particle data initial view (left) vs. zoom-in view(right)
Navigation for visualizations is a subset of broader research field; interactive visual-
ization. There are several surveys which studies the challenges of interactive visualiza-
tions [39, 54]. Even though most exploration activities are same for 3D datasets there
are special constraints for scientific data. Firstly, scientific data is in use by a highly
motivated user population who need complex analysis features, and secondly scientific
data is complex than most of the datasets [32]. Interactive scientific visualizations are
usually more common in PCs or virtual reality environments. Even though these en-
vironments has advantages they have s like feeling of ”empty space” interaction [28].
Touch interaction does not suffer from this problem since it is a direct interaction
method and it is shown that somesthetic feedback is important for interaction [28].
There are several 3D interaction approaches for scientific datasets. They are usually
divided into two groups according to which type of data they are addressing; general
and specific. Yu et al.’s [82] FI3D and Coffey et al.’s Slice WIM [13] are examples for
general interaction techniques. On the other hand, Sultanum et al.’s [69] oil deposit
exploration techniques are specialized just for the domain with specific tools like peeling
or tangible assisted views. Scientific visualizations have many constraints in terms of
interaction. They need precise control, dedicated visualizations for different types of
data and special actions beyond navigation and 3D manipulation [28]. In our work,
we only deal with the navigation problem for the sake of concentration on the bigger
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picture. Thus, we did not invest on developing a new technique for navigation and
we followed the same goals from Yu et al.’s [82] work. These guidelines are useful
for designing scientific visualization interactions. FI3D provides interaction in terms of
manipulating the space rather than object which is useful for us since we use volumetric
datasets for our work.
3.2 Selection
In scientific visualization researchers often want to examine a certain part of the
data at some point. As mentioned above, navigation helps the researchers to realize
some part of this activity. Another major helping technique is spatial selection. Since
scientific visualization represents a 3D phenomena which has spatial properties it is
beneficial for a scientist to examine certain spatial regions in a model. Selecting an
object in the scene is important if there are too many objects in the space. In the past
people tried just to interact with one object at a time. But now we usually have more
complex scenes with thousands or even millions of objects in one scene.
Most of the work on volume visualization interaction usually deal with segmentation
rather than selection as mentioned in Chapter 2.1.3. Selection is usually hard due to
the nature of volumetric data; they do not expose specific geometric properties. In our
work, we implemented segmentation by means of transfer functions. We also needed
the selection for brushing the data spatially to help the users on data exploration.
However, we had some challenges as we make the selection in 2D but our data is in 3D.
That is also why selection needs more user interaction than segmentation, the precise
selection are should be drawn, manipulated, shrunk or expanded manually. These
problems makes the need for structure-aware techniques more important. Structure-
aware techniques aims to minimize the human interaction during the process. There are
several structure-aware, automated or half-automated techniques for segmentation as
explained in Chapter 2.1.3. However, there is not any structure aware spatial selection
technique for volumetric data which we are aware of. In this thesis, we propose a
method for spatial selection of volumetric data based on Yu et al.’s [81] CloudLasso.
CloudLasso selection is a structure-aware spatial selection method which is based
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on Marching Cubes algorithm [48]. It is mainly designed for particle data to make
the separate selection of dense regions easier. We adjusted CloudLasso to work with
volumetric data. The main difference from the particle selection is that we do not make
any density estimation instead we tune our selection according to the voxel opacities
supplied by the transfer function. Other than this adaption we have a similar imple-
mentation. There exists a first stage binning to find the near and far planes of the
selection region as seen in Figure 12(a) to (d). After the first stage binning is done, we
have the roughly selected shape. Then user can adjust the threshold for the opacity,
deciding which voxels to include in the selection. This adjustment creates the structure
aware part of our selection tool. Since the transfer function map different opacities for
different scalar values we can filter out important or unnecessary parts of the data as
shown in Figure 12(e) and 12(f).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 12: CloudLasso selection for volumetric data: a-c shows the first stage bining
where near and far planes for the selection is found. Then the selection is finalized
according to the desired opacity range. Different opacity ranges gives us different parts
of the data while (e) shows the eye of the hurricane while (f) shows its surrounding.
This selection should ideally implemented with boolean operations(addition, inter-
section, deletion) to enhance the data exploration as stated in user studies by Yu et
al. [82]. Because the users usually need to fine tune their selections if they are not
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satisfactory at the first attempt. Even though we miss the boolean operations at this
phase we have a tool to make a structure-aware selection which can make the selection
job easier. This technique is also easy to use by touch input since drawing is an intuitive
task accomplish with fingers.
3.3 Multiview Visualization
Multiview visualizations present different or integral views of the data. Multiple
views in a visualization system usually brings some constraints and challenges. Table
1 gives a brief overview of these challenges which is proposed by Wang Baldonado et
al. [76]. This table is like a guide for creating multi-view visualizations. Some of these
challenges are also platform-dependent like space/time resource optimization. In this
thesis, since we use a tablet-sized touch devices; in addition to this optimization problem
we also have the challenge of touch based interaction since touch based interaction
is relatively new to the exploratory visualization systems. Most of the visualization
systems are still using WIMP interfaces (which are based on windows, icons, menus
and a pointer) and post-WIMP interfaces are still underexplored [45]. In this thesis, we
aim to explore the post-WIMP interaction possibilities with a multiview exploratory
visualization.
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Table 1: Summary of rules used while designing multiview visualizations and their
impact on utility [76].
As mentioned above, multiview exploratory visualization systems has many chal-
lenges and since most of these systems are data-specific it is hard to define general
models which can be applied to arbitrary datasets. There are some guidelines and
models proposed before; further information about these models and guidelines can be
found in Wang Baldonado et al.’s [76] and Boukhelifa et al.’s [3] work. These papers
are explained in detail in Section 2.3. Here in the light of these previous studies we
propose a use-case for multiview visualizations on tablet-sized touch devices.
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Figure 13: Scrolling method used for handling multiple views. Horizontal scrolling(a)
is used for switching between abstract and volumetric visualizations while vertical
scrolling(b) is used for switching between view types.
Since we have the space constraint of the tablet, we first decided on the position
of the multiple views, for this we choose the scrolling views concept. This gives the
user that the views are spatially near eachother [76]. This is also a common interaction
model among popular end-user applications like web browsers in mobile phones, for
example Chrome Browser. Users can switch between different webviews by scrolling
horizontally from the edge of the screen2. In addition to the horizontal scrolling we
also have the vertical scrolling which serves a different purpose. As shown in Figure
13, we have two views horizontally and arbitrary number of views vertically. Thus, if
the user wants to switch between different representations of data, horizontal scrolling
is used. Alternatively if more detailed views (like different volumetric representations)
or different type of views (like a scatter plot vs. a bar chart), vertical scrolling is
used. We used this multi-way scrolling method to provide flexible scrolling to the
user. Flexible scrolling is needed for our exploratory visualization to provide quick
insights to the users. Users can easily select a region on the data and see the selected
regions distribution with just one swipe on the screen. One downside of the swiping
motion is context switching, the users need to refocus to the new view after an old
view is swiped. We try to minimize the refocusing time by making these views always
2Chrome Browser: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.android.chrome&
hl=en
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work in coordination. For example, filtering in one affects all the other views. However,
representational changes, like changes in transfer function, do not affect the other views.
Multiview visualizations are usually used together with brushing and linking. Brush-
ing makes it possible to mark a specific part of a view [5] while linking help the user to
understand which structures in one set of dimensions translate to which points in an-
other [40]. We can achieve brushing by fading out all the non-selected data points from
the view. Thus, selection performed in one view is mirrored in other views which creates
a link between all the views, this is demonstrated in Figure 14 This way synchronization
between views are achieved automatically. This is important to create a meaningful
representation to the user and help them stay focused on the data. Linking can be
applied unidirectional or bidirectional. When it is bidirectional, meaning that changes
in the 3D representation is mirrored in the abstract visualization representations and
vice versa, it should be carefully implemented since it can harm the exploration flow.
Because selection in the 3D representation is a spatial selection which is directly seen
by the user but the selection in InfoVis views is not the same, it is spatial in its own
coordinate system which can be very different than the spatial representation of the
data.
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(a) (b)
Figure 14: Demonstration of brushing and linking; (a) shows the initial data set without
any selection and its corresponding InfoVis views, while (b) shows the particles that
are selected(brushed) and the selection is mirrored in its corresponding InfoVis view
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4 Implementation
In this chapter, we will talk about the realization of the concept we explained in
Chapter 3 for a tablet-sized touch device. The realization, at least in a prototype level,
is important to see the possible implications, test the possible use cases and explore
the mobile development environment to see what is possible or not. We will talk about
how we implemented ray casting in Section 4.2 and the problems we encountered on
the road. Afterwards we explain how we adopted FI3D frame interaction for a small
screen. Finally we will talk about the implementation of exploration pipeline approach
with InfoVis views.
4.1 Platform and Dataset Selection
Before starting to develop our prototype we needed to decide on our development
platform and dataset. We chose to use a Nexus 10 Android tablet since it was the
most powerful end-user tablet at the time of the development. Also the flexibility of
the Android platform helped us during the development. For the dataset, we decided
on some constraints:
C1: Data should have 3D spatial attributes, namely x,y,z coordinates. Along with
these spatial attributes, there should be at least 2 more variables to make the data
multivariate.
C2: The data should be able to fit into the graphics memory of the tablet device.
Along with these constraints we reviewed possible dataset candidates. The first
dataset we experimented with was a fluid dynamics dataset with the scalar field of Finite
Time Lyapunov Exponent. (FTLE) field shows the rate of divergence of neighboring
material particles [36]. We used this dataset to test our initial implementation of ray
casting on the tablet device. However, since this dataset does not comply with C1 we
dismissed it. The result of our first attempt can be seen in Figure 15a.
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(a) (b)
Figure 15: First rendering with(a) and without(b) opacity transfer function
For our second trial we decided to use another fluid dynamics dataset. In this data
set we have 4 attributes along with spatial component so this well complies with C1.
However, we had two problems with this dataset. First of all it does not comply with
C2, one dimension of the data is about 60MB on average. This problem can be resolved
by reducing the resolution of the data with resampling techniques. However, we also
dismissed this data because it was not rich enough. Figure 16 shows a rendering and
the distribution of the data.
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Figure 16: Rendering of vorticity field of a fluid(left) and the distribution of scalar
values for this data(right). As it can be seen from the distribution, the data is mostly
around zero. In addition to the poor distribution, resampling of this data to make it
available for tablet device results in a poorer rendering.
Finally, after looking over several resources we decided to use IEEE Visualization
2004 Contest data which is a simulation of a hurricane from the National Center for
Atmospheric Research in the United States3. The data has several scalar and vector
variables. We used 9 of the scalar variables present in the dataset. This feature of
the dataset complies with C1 pretty well. However, to make the data available for
the tablet device and to make it compliant with C2 we needed to resample it. The
data, for one variable, normally consist of 500 x 500 x 100 floating point scalars. Thus,
with 9 variables this means 225 million scalar points. During the debugging and initial
implementation phase we reduced the variables to 50 x 50 x 10 to be able to see the
results fast. The resizing is done using a discrete cosine transform4. The final results
can be seen in Figure 17. How this rendering is realized will be explained in detail in
Chapter 4.2
3IEEE Visualization 2004 Contest:http://sciviscontest.ieeevis.org/2004/index.html
4Resize N-D arrays: http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/
26385-resize-n-d-arrays-and-images
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Figure 17: Rendering of resampled hurricane data.
4.2 Volume Rendering on Mobile Devices
As mentioned in Chapter 2.1.2, volume rendering on mobile devices have many
constraints and it is usually realized with client-server approach to harness the power
of powerful computers. In our case, we chose to implement the rendering natively
on the mobile device itself because we do not aim to resolve the rendering issues but
rather try to understand the possible interactions with the volume data. In addition to
this, current tablets are powerful enough for interactive 3D renderings. Thus, we took
a straight forward step to implement the classical ray-casting method natively in the
tablet. However, it is not possible to directly port an existing ray-casting algorithm to
the tablet, we did some modifications to overcome the constraints of the tablet.
Before implementing anything we did our research to see if we can use any existing
frameworks or libraries to realize volume rendering on tablet devices. The first thing
we found was the VTK OpenGL ES Rendering Toolkit called VES. VES is built on top
of famous VTK [64]. We used VES in a previous study [47] to create a prototype of
FI3D for tablet devices which will be explained in detail in Chapter 4.3. Since we found
out that VES is not flexible enough and does not have the desired volume rendering
techniques at that time we decided to look for other scientific visualization libraries.
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However, than we only found frameworks which are not intended for scientific rendering
like libGDX5 or volume rendering applications that do not expose their libraries/codes
like CTvox 6. After our research, we decided to implement our own volume renderer
using ray casting.
As explained before volume rendering is divided into 2 main groups as object based
approaches and image based approaches. Ray casting is one of the image based ap-
proaches and easy to implement with programmable pipeline of the GPU. For realizing
ray casting on our tablet’s GPU we adopted Movinia’s [51] implementation. In this
implementation, the data is loaded into textures and the shaders estimate the position
of each texture in a unit cube. At this point, Android 4.0 was available for our tablet
device and since they support OpenGL ES 3.07 we were able to use 3D textures, previ-
ous versions of OpenGL ES do not support 3D textures. After implementing the first
version of the approach we had a working prototype of raycasting without any color or
opacity transfer functions which works around 30fps which is enough for interactivity.
5libGDX: http://libgdx.badlogicgames.com/
6CTvox: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bruker_microct.android.
ctvox
7OpenGL ES 3.0.4 Specification: https://www.khronos.org/registry/gles/specs/3.0/es_
spec_3.0.4.pdf
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(a)
(b)
Figure 18: Multitouch interaction with transfer function editor.
The next step was to create a transfer function to have a meaningful exploration
environment in the tablet device. We used Paraview’s [24] transfer function editor as
basis. In this editor, the users chooses a color map then the function is displayed on this
color map with 2 control points initially. The X axis represents the scalar points, the
Y axis represents the opacity on the specific scalar point. Figure 19 shows the transfer
function editor of paraview.
Figure 19: Transfer function editor of ParaView
After deciding on the transfer function editor we chose a set of colormaps to use in
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it which can be seen in Figure 20. We chose these colormaps because they are common
and suitable for most of the datasets. The main difference of our transfer function
editor is the method of input. Most of the volume rendering application have a transfer
function editor which is usually controlled by mouse input. However, in our scenario,
we have the touch input which is a direct manipulation method. Thus, we implemented
some improved features like mulitouch manipulation of the transfer function which can
be better seen in Figure 18. A user can add multiple control points to the editor and
manipulate them at the same time. Finally, with the basic ray casting and the transfer
function editor is finished. We integrated them to create the final rendering of our data.
For this we manipulated the fragment shader code to fetch the necessary colors from
colormap textures to map to the data. However, we found out as we change the opacity
with the transfer function editor our rendering speed droped dramatically. It dropped
nearly to 6fps which not good for interaction. Thus, to solve this we decreased our
resolution to half. Since Nexus 10 has a dense display with the resolution of 2560x1600
half of this resolution was enough for us in the development phase. However, this
resolution might not be good enough for end users.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 20: Different colormaps: HeatedObject(a), Linearized Grayscale(b), Optimal(c),
Rainbow(d)
4.3 FI3D Direct-Touch Interaction
As explained in Chapter 3.1 navigation is essential for interactive 3D visualizations.
We also needed a navigation technique to explore our data. We chose FI3D frame
interaction from Yu et al.’s [82] work. FI3D basically provides a frame around the
viewport for 7DOF navigation. It supports both large-scale and precise interaction
with the data. It is intended for manipulation of the space rather than separate objects
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thus it is good for volumetric data. We modified the FI3D to be able to use it on the
small(relative to a big touch screen) screen of our tablet device. Especially the size of
the screen put the biggest constraints for our modifications. We decreased the size of
the each part of the frame and also made those parts transparent to exploit the screen
area better. Originally FI3D has 2 parts (one at the top and one at the bottom) for
translation in Z axis. We removed them and put a vertical piece on the right side of
the screen. Figure 21 shows the difference of tablet implementation from the original
design. We also used FI3D in our previous study and got positive user feedback [47] so
it was another reason to use this interaction technique in this thesis.
(a)
(b)
Figure 21: Implementation of FI3D on the tablet(a) and its original design(b)
FI3D provides rotation around x-, y- and z- axis, translation parallel to the view
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plane, translation in z, scaling and zooming and RST(Rotate-Scale-Translation) interac-
tion. Translation parallel to the view plane and the translation part of RST interaction
needs some precalculations before they happen. Because the interaction for these two
is only sticky for a single plane located at a certain distance [82]. This distance is
sometimes chosen by a interaction designer or automatically found by the center point
of the dataset. In our implementation, likewise Yu et al.’s [82] implementation, this
point lays at the half space interval of the visible part of the dataset. Thus, it creates
the feeling of stickiness to the user during interaction.
Figure 22 gives the detailed overview of FI3D interaction. In our implementation,
the parts at the top, bottom, left and right is used for initiating rotations; while per-
pendicular gesture on the bars initiate the trackball rotation, parallel gesture initiates
rotation along the Z axis(Figure 22a). These parts also provide constrained rotations
along x- and y-axes, holding one of the vertical bars and moving the finger horizontally
in the viewport initiates the constrained y-rotation while holding one of the horizon-
tal bars and moving the finger vertically in the viewport initiates the constrained x-
rotation(Figure 22b-c). Moving the finger on the viewport is used for panning(Figure
22d). Square parts with plus/minus signs on them are used to zoom; movement into
the center of the data initiates the action which is indicated by the sign of the bar,
movement outwards the center initiates the opposite action(Figure 22e). The bar at
the rightmost side is used for translation along the Z axis(Figure 22f). Different from
zooming, translation along Z axis does not change the field of view of the camera but
rather moves the camera together with its focal point along Z axis. Finally on the
viewport itself we have the RST interaction with two finger input. Zooming can be
done by pinching, translation is done by moving both the fingers and rotation is done
by rotating the fingers(Figure 22g).
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Figure 22: Detailed overview of FI3D interaction. Images are taken from Yu et al.’s
original work [82]. Only (f) is edited to indicate our implementation difference.
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4.4 CloudLasso Selection
The original CloudLasso selection is actually a computationally expensive tech-
nique since it uses Marching Cubes, triangulation techniques and density estimation
techniques in the background. Even though we have implemented a much simpler ver-
sion of cloud lasso based on transfer functions it still requires much processing time
for a tablet device since these devices have less powerful hardware. That is one of
the reasons we have worked with a 1000 times smaller dataset while developing our
application. For the original dataset selection usually takes ≈ 10 seconds which really
interrupts the user’s focus. Because of this processing time we show a loading indicator
while the user is waiting for the selection calculation.
First step in implementing the CloudLasso selection for volumetric data was con-
verting the voxels to something selectable. Since we use direct volume rendering in our
application the data we present does not expose a solid geometrical shape. To solve this
issue we attached invisible points to the center of every voxel. Thus selecting the vox-
els actually mean selecting the points in 3D space, this may cause some problems like
jagged edges however for the purpose of our prototype this precision is good enough.
When the user draws a lasso on the viewport it is first triangulated using delaunay
triangulation to be able to define it with triangles. Then the triangulated polygon
is projected along the viewing direction with the current MVP(model-view-projection)
matrix. In the original CloudLasso, the Z planes where the near and far planes is placed
are decided by separating the extruded cylinder to bins and checking the number of
particles inside each bin. We do this by selecting the nearest and furthest voxel for vol-
umes inside the extruded cylinder. After that, the points that are not between the near
and far selection planes are discarded. Finally, all the 3D points are projected onto the
near selection plane a point-in-polygon algorithm, which is ray-casting in our case [70],
is used to determine which points are inside our drawn lasso. We use a bitmap to store
which points are selected by switching 1 for selected points and 0 for non-selected ones.
During the render the selection bitmap is checked in the fragment shader and necessary
voxels are discarded during ray casting.
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4.5 Multiview Visualization
After designing our concept as explained in Section 3.3 we examined the implemen-
tation possibilities. Since mobile platforms are more recent than PCs there is not a high
availability of libraries and frameworks. This especially true for rendering as explained
in Section 4.2. Hopefully we had more chances in terms of creating a multiple view
flow with InfoVis views. We chose an open-source library to create our InfoVis views;
snowdon. Snowdon is a graphing library which has basic visualizations implemented8.
Then, for the multiple view flow we used Android’s internal paging API which is widely
used for applications. We decided regions to initiate the scrolling as shown in Figure
23. This way user’s exploration is not interrupted during other interactions.
Figure 23: The active regions in the screen where the user should start the gesture to
initiate scrolling. Left one shows the horizontal scrolling area while the right one shows
vertical scrolling area.
Afterwards, we chose our InfoVis views among the available ones from snowdon
library; scatter plot and bar chart. Although bar chart is not really suitable for repre-
senting high number of data points at time of implementation it was more feasible to
choose among the available visualizations rather than implementing our own. Choosen
visualization can be seen in Figure 24 Because we wanted to focus on the exploration
pipeline rather than implementing InfoVis views in the tablet. We also implemented a
histogram to see the data distribution for the selected parts.
8snowdon:https://code.google.com/p/snowdon/
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Figure 24: Implemented information visualization techniques; scatter plot(left) and bar
chars(right)
Then we implemented linking among our views with CloudLasso selection. A se-
lection in the 3D views is reflected among all the other views. We used a central data
object to share the changes across all the views. The role of this object can be seen in
Figure 25.
Figure 25: Central data object which shares all the changes among views.
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Although 2D renderings are not as slow as volumetric rendering they still have some
performance issues. When the user selects a region from the volumetric representation
it usually takes 3-5 seconds render its InfoVis counterpart. This might be caused by the
underlying library we used as well as the limitation of hardware. We will implement
our own InfoVis views in the future to have better control over rendering performance
and other parameters such as coloring or sizing of the charts.
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5 Results and Discussion
In this thesis, we proposed a concept for scientific data exploration with multiple
information visualization views on tablet-sized touch devices. Our system is proposed
as an exploratory visualization system rather than a confirmatory one [73]. Thus, we
did not look for an answer to a specific question while exploring our data but we provide
a tool to the domain experts to uncover relations, correlations or features in the data.
Our system is based on direct-touch interaction and open for multi-touch gestures. We
believe that creating a touch-based system for exploratory visualization is useful. There
are also studies which show that touch-based visualization systems are more preferable
over WIMP interfaces for certain tasks [15].
The resulting system can be demonstrated by a use case scenario; a meteorology
expert exploring a hurricane simulation. The steps in this scenario is as follows:
1. User chooses the data file data is loaded into the memory,
2. user fine-tunes the representation by transfer function editing,
3. an area of interest is selected by the user via CloudLasso,
4. user begins the exploration via help of InfoVis views,
5. user either goes back to 3 for new views or finishes the exploration.
The use case explained above can be seen in Figure 26
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Figure 26: A use case scenario for our exploratory visualization system.
We gathered feedback from an expert by utilizing the use case scenario above to
validate the functionality of our application. The feedback we gathered was from a
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computer graphics expert who has prior experience with volumetric data. He found the
application highly useful by stating that it can be very practical to use it in presentation
or collaboration environments. In addition to this, he said that the FI3D navigation
framework is easy to use and it is hard to get lost in the data but the movements lack
acceleration so it is a little slow to use it. It is also stated that, gestural interaction
would be nice with the transfer function editor like switching between curves and linear
functions by two finger rotation or changing the color distribution of the color maps by
pinching. Since our system is not a final product but a prototype some functionalities
are missing. One of the missing functionalities is the indication of the selection area by
a surface. The user stated that it is hard to modify the selection after it is done since all
the unselected area is missing. In terms of selection together with the transfer functions,
it is told that it would be good to have a grouping system where the user can create
groups for selection and modify them separately with different transfer functions, this
is also stated for InfoVis views. One final comment was that, selection in the InfoVis
views and linking that selection to the volumetric part would be nice to have.
Even though the feedback we got was mostly positive the system should be formally
evaluated possibly with a comparison of existing SciVis exploratory visualization sys-
tem. Along with the positive comments and the novelty of our application we have
significant problems to address. We aim to address these problems in our future work
as explained in Chapter 6. Some significant ones of these problems are:
1. Even though touch interaction is intuitive there is still a learning curve for the
application,
2. there are problems specific to the small screens like fat finger problem [66],
3. although current mobile devices are powerful they are not still as capable as PCs,
so there exists rendering performance problems.
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6 Conclusion
The vast generation of data across all domains and increased usage of mobile de-
vices request data exploration anywhere at anytime. We worked in the scientific data
exploration area to show the possibility of such tool on mobile devices.The exploratory
visualization tool proposed in this thesis is a first step into the fertile field of scientific
data exploration on mobile devices. We believe this is important because already at
this time and to an even larger degree in the future, scientists will be carrying mobile
devices which they want to use to show their data and analyses to colleagues, explore
and analyze their data during travel time, and use mobile devices in the context of
larger data exploration scenarios such as VR scenarios.
During our research we tackled some fundamental problems such as; view coordina-
tion, spatial selection and data segmentation as well as some additional ones; volume
rendering in mobile devices, touch interaction in SciVis and multiple views in small
screens. Even though we designed our multi-view visualization system with a high-
level approach in our minds which emphasizes platform and device independency it
is not possible to ignore the driving force of constraints in mobile devices. Together
with constraints of scientific visualization and multi-view visualizations we designed a
system with the following properties:
 Basic volume rendering engine in Android platform,
 touch-based transfer function editor,
 spatial selection technique for volumetric datasets,
 multi-view exploratory visualization for scientific data, specifically designed for
touch-based control.
Our approach is different from the previous ones as it is specifically designed for
tablet-sized touch devices. Since it is one of the first multi-view exploratory visualiza-
tion tools in a mobile platform it has a lot of room for improvements. In the future,
we plan to work on better brushing and linking between views, more robust spatial
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selection with boolean operations and more variety in terms of InfoVis views. Then,
our system needs to be formally evaluated with a user study to prove/disprove its effec-
tiveness. Even though our system is data specific it should be extended for any forms
of scientific data. We can also think our application in a larger context where, in the
future, it can be used in CAVE environments or together with stereoscopic visualiza-
tions or maybe even with tangible controls. Since non-desktop platforms are founding
their place for data visualization applications as the time goes on, we believe the area of
exploratory visualization on mobile platforms will gain more importance in the future.
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